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ABOUT THE DOYLE COLLECTION

The Doyle Collection was founded by legendary Irish
hotelier, P. V. Doyle when he opened his first hotel in
Dublin in 1959.
An inveterate traveller and bon viveur, he brought
excitement and glamour to each new venture as well as a
relentless drive for excellence.
His wonderful legacy lives on through his daughter, Bernie
Gallagher, Chairman of The Doyle Collection, who has
lovingly developed and refined the brand to make it one of
the world’s most authentic, luxury, family hotel brands.
Chairman, Bernie Gallagher

Today, The Doyle Collection comprises eight stylish, hotels
in Dublin, London, Washington DC, Cork and Bristol.
Founder, P.V. Doyle

ABOUT THE DOYLE COLLECTION

IRISH WARMTH & THOUGHTFUL SERVICE
What binds our hotels together is our Irish heritage and service ethos
- a real warmth and thoughtfulness that stems from being
a much loved family business.

FAMILY SPIRIT
Our teams exude a palpable sense of
family and camaraderie. We are
proud to have been awarded the
Great Places to Work accolade
for the last 5 years.

SPACE FOR YOU
Throughout our hotels, there are
spaces to suit all moods and tastes.
From quiet retreats to vibrant bars and
restaurants, there is somewhere for
everyone to comfortably be.

A SENSE OF PLACE
The personality of each of our hotels is rooted in
and authentic to its neighbourhood – delighting our guests
with a true sense of being part of it all.

HANDS ON, ATTENTION TO DETAIL

DESIGN, STYLE & HOMELINESS

We care deeply about the experiences we offer guests. Therefore,
we keep apace with trend and invest in our hotels and teams to deliver the best
guest experience possible.

Each of our hotels has its own distinct personality.
Individually and beautifully styled by our Chairman,
they feel a little like home.
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